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Film
Review

The Mushroom Speaks review � an eccentric, awe�
struck ode to fungi

Director Marion Neumann not only pays tribute to the magic of
mushrooms but claims they could save humanity from the
coming climate apocalypse

Phuong Le
Tue 21 Feb 2023 07.00 GMT

A t once earthy and magical, fungi not only link us to the origins of life
itself but also open doors to alternate realms of consciousness. In Marion
Neumann’s loose-limbed documentary, just the latest in a string of films
that opine on its enigma, the mushroom can even save the world.

Compared with the surreal time-lapse photography of Louie Schwartzberg’s
Fantastic Fungi (2019) or the rustic charm of Michael Dweck and Gregory Kershaw’s
The Truffle Hunters (2020), Neumann’s approach is more free-wheeling and
eccentric. Interviews with a wide host of fungi lovers – who include scientists,
culinary specialists and devoted enthusiasts – delve into the generative power of
mushrooms with vigour and optimism. Considering that the cultivation of fungal
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… as 2023 gathers pace, and you’re joining us from Switzerland, we have a small
favour to ask. A new year means new opportunities, and we're hoping this year
gives rise to some much-needed stability and progress. Whatever happens, the
Guardian will be there, providing clarity and fearless, independent reporting from
around the world, 24/7. 

cultures has allowed us to ease our physical ailments as well as repair damaged
ecosystems, the film posits that, beyond a transactional relationship, humans can
also model our behaviours after the virtues of the mushroom. Mycelium, the word
that describes the thread-like structure of fungal colonies, is often brought up,
suggesting that humanity should aspire to such interconnectedness in the face of
increasing ecological disasters.

The conventionally shot expert interviews are juxtaposed with more abstract
images, which zoom in on germinating spores or colourful moulds growing in
laboratory dishes. At once alienating and familiar, the strange beauty of these
kaleidoscopic forms brings to mind the experimental short films of Stan Brakhage;
instead of a voiceover, these sequences are stamped instead with Neumann’s
philosophical, poetic captions that muse on the transcendental qualities of the
mushroom. The patience, care and sheer awe that emanate from how Neumann
observes these fungal configurations is inspirational, nudging us to inspect our
surrounding environment with the same rigour and curiosity.

 The Mushroom Speaks is available on 24 February on True Story.

The Mushroom Speaks | Trailer | Out Feb 24 on TrueStory.�lmThe Mushroom Speaks | Trailer | Out Feb 24 on TrueStory.�lm
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Times are tough, and we know not everyone is in a position to pay for news. But as
we’re reader-funded, we rely on the ongoing generosity of those who can afford it.
This vital support means millions can continue to read reliable reporting on the
events shaping our world. Will you invest in the Guardian this year?

Unlike many others, we have no billionaire owner, meaning we can fearlessly
chase the truth and report it with integrity. 2023 will be no different; we will work
with trademark determination and passion to bring you journalism that’s always
free from commercial or political interference. No one edits our editor or diverts
our attention from what’s most important. 

With your support, we’ll continue to keep Guardian journalism open and free for
everyone to read. When access to information is made equal, greater numbers of
people can understand global events and their impact on people and
communities. Together, we can demand better from the powerful and fight for
democracy.

Whether you give a little or a lot, your funding is vital in powering our reporting
for years to come. If you can, please support us on a monthly basis from just €2. It
takes less than a minute to set up, and you can rest assured that you’re making a
big impact every single month in support of open, independent journalism.
Thank you.
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